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This collection features twenty short stories
from humorous thriller writer J.A. Konrath.
Included are a few hardboiled tales, some
noir, some parody and satire, a few
straight-out comedy pieces, and a few
stories that didnt fit into Konraths other
two collections, Horror Stories and Jack
Daniels
Stories.The
twenty
stories
include:The Big Guys - Flash fiction,
winner of the Derringer Award. A Fistful
of Cozy - A satire of the mystery cozy
genre.Cleansing - An ancient crime of
biblical proportions.Lying Eyes - Solve it
yourself, given the clues.Perfect Plan Another solve it yourself. Dont you
remember One Minute Mysteries and
Encyclopedia Brown?Piece of Cake Another solve it yourself, originally
featured in Womans World.Animal
Attraction - Solve it yourself.Urgent Reply
Needed - A cautionary tale about dealing
with spammers. Blaines Deal - A parody of
hardboiled noir.Light Drizzle - A
light-hearted send-up of hitman stories.An
Archaeologists Story - How digging up old
bones leads to fresh corpses.Dont Press
That Button! - An essay about the gadgets
in the James Bond universe, and which
you need to buy.Piranha Pool - A writer
seeking criticism pays the ultimate price.A
Newbies Guide to Thrillerfest - Never been
to a mystery conference? Heres the
in-depth dirt.Inspector Oxnard - Hes either
brilliant, or too stupid to breathe.One Night
Only - A sports fan ends up in jail, all for
the love of the game.Could Stephanie Plum
Car Really Get Car Insurance? - An essay
about
Janet
Evanovichs
famous
character.Cozy or Hardboiled? - Take the
test to find out which type of book youre
reading. Addiction - Whats the worst drug
you can get hung up on?Weigh To Go - A
humor column about health clubs.Specially
formatted for Kindle with an interactive
table of contents, this ebook also includes
excerpts from Whiskey Sour and Disturb
by J.A. Konrath.About the AuthorJA
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Konrath is the author of eight novels in the
Jack Daniels thriller series. They do not
have to be read in chronological order to be
enjoyed, but for those who want to know it
is: Whiskey Sour, Bloody Mary, Rusty
Nail, Dirty Martini, Fuzzy Navel, Cherry
Bomb, Shaken, and Stirred.Jack also
appears in the novels Shot of Tequila, Flee,
Spree, Three, Timecaster Supersymmetry,
Banana Hammock, and Serial Killers
Uncut, as well as the short story collection
Jack Daniels Stories, and the novellas
Floaters and Burners.Last Call, the ninth
Jack Daniels novel, will be available in
spring of 2013.Other novels include
Origin, The List, Disturb, Shot of Tequila,
and Serial Killers Uncut.Konrath writes
horror under the name Jack Kilborn,
including the bestsellers Afraid, Trapped,
and Endurance.He has sold over a million
ebooks.

Judge Rinder Crime Stories to examine murder of Hollie Gazzard by If youre as interested in crime as I am, you
know the big, famous true crime stories: Ed Gein, Jeffrey Dahmer, the Nightstalker, Ted Bundy. Their crimes were 15
Crime Stories From 2016 You Need To Read - BuzzFeed News Breaking crime news, up-to-the-minute reporting and
true crime stories. Eyewitness video, 911 calls, court documents and more. Crime Stories with Nancy Grace Crime
Online Crime Story is an American television drama, created by Chuck Adamson and Gustave Reininger, that
premiered in 1986 on NBC, where it ran for two seasons. True Crime Report - Strange But True Crime Stories from
Across 3 days ago Unsolved Murders: True Crime Stories is a podcast drama with a modern twist on old time radio
that delves into the mystery of true cold cases 10 most-read crime stories of February Crime and Courts Here are
the 10 most-read crime and court stories that happened in January in Utah County, organized by views. This list is
intended to inform Historical True Crime Stories : Where old crime does new time - The Breaking crime news, cold
cases, missing people, and more from Nancy Grace. Have a tip or story suggestion that Crime Online should cover? :
Crime Story: The Complete Series: Dennis Farina Find breaking crime cases, videos, and photos. Read about the
latest unsolved criminal cases, murders, kidnappings, true crime stories, and more on Crime News Summaries Crime
News, Analysis and Opinion Newser Many crimes occurred this March in Utah County, including drug busts, Here
are the 10 most-read crime stories that happened March in Utah Murder, They Messaged: The Story of a Brutal
Crime, Hatched 10 hours ago CLEVELAND, Ohio -- readers can comment below on crime and court stories
appearing on the website on Thursday, May 11, Crime The saga of a Chicago police detectives efforts to stop a young
hoods ruthless rise in the ranks of organized crime. True Crime Stories Bizarrepedia Crime! Fantasy! Horror!
Mystery! Science Fiction! Electronic and print anthology publisher of Short Story Genre Fiction by Pro Authors. Free
subscriptions or read Crime Longform Documentary Crime Stories chronicles some of the most intriguing crimes in
history. This investigative series takes the viewers behind the scenes, revealing 10 most-read crime stories of January
Crime and Courts True Crime stories with rich visuals: pictures, audio and video. From well-known serial killers, to
little-known, but often the most sinister and evil criminals. 10 most-read crime stories of March Crime and Courts
heraldextra Unsolved Murders: True Crime Stories is a podcast drama with a modern twist on old time radio that
delves into the mystery of true cold cases and unsolved Crime Online Breaking crime news, cold cases, missing
people Crime Story (TV Series 19861988) - IMDb Good morning, it is Monday, Sept. 5. On this sunny Labor Day,
we are taking a detour into noir. Theres been quite a bit of true-crime reporting Here are some of the darkest
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true-crime stories from California - LA A brutal crime among teens rocked a small town in British Columbia. More
chilling still were the series of online chats left behind that plotted its 11 Chilling True Crime Stories Thatll Give You
Sleepless Nights True Crime Report shares real crime stories from across the country. Crime Stories (TV Series 1998 )
- IMDb Crime articles curated by Longform. Hear Higginbotham discuss this story on the Longform Podcast. Adam
Higginbotham The Atavist Magazine Jul 2014 6 Creepy True Crime Stories to Read About in Bed Tonight The
Read the latest crime incidents in Hull with stories updated as fresh police news comes in. Help the police tackle crimes
such as murders, burglaries, knife crime, Comment here on court and crime stories for Crime Current Crime news
summaries, facts and information in a concise, visual format together with links, images and video. SUGGEST A
STORY 10 Crime Stories With Strange Coincidences - Listverse Welcome to where you will discover forgotten
crimes and forgotten criminals lost to history. You will not find high profile cases that Unsolved Murders: True Crime
Stories by Parcast Network on Apple This story blew my mind. It has all the gripping elements of a powerful crime
tale three mysterious deaths, a man apparently framed, News for Crime Stories 14 Completely Bizarre True Crime
Stories - Ranker Buy Crime Story: The Complete Series on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Crime & Courts
News: Trials, Murders, Missing Persons & More What is it about the worst of human nature that so many people
find fascinating? Is it a quest to understand the depravity that roils around in the mind of a Unsolved Murders: True
Crime Stories Parcast The murder of Churchdown hairdresser Hollie Gazzard will be featured on Judge Rinder
Crime Stories on ITV this week. The TV judge best
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